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§1. To find a particular set of functions H,(u) satisfying the Hermitian
relation
co
Im,n e1/2X2 Hm(iX)Hn (-ix)dx = 0 (1)
_co
in which the exponential factor is exp (-x2/2) as also in (14) we
may put z = eax, where a is an arbitary positive constant and assume
that Hn(ix) is a polynomial of the nth degree in z with real coefficients.
If q = exp (-a2) and use is made of Euler's generalized binomial coefficient
which Jensen' denotes by the symbol (n, r) and R. Tambs Lyche2 by the
symbol [nf, or [n], we have, with F. H. Jackson's notation [n] for a
basic number3
[n](1 - q) = (1 - qf), (n,r)[1][2] ... [r] = [n][n-1]
[n-r + 1I (n, 0) = 1. (2)
If, now
5(n) = E (-)7(n r)qr(m-n) + 1/2r(r + J) . (3)
r=0
we readily find that
Smn + 1 s(m) m(1-q)mn +I1s(n -I)
Hence
S(n) = 0 m < n
Sn( ) = (1 - q") Sn" -J) = (1 - q)(1 q2) ..(1 qn") (5)
On account of these relations we may write
H.(ix)=Cn {Iz' - (n, 1)ql/2z'-1 + (n,2)qzn2-2. + (-)'(m,n)q1/2n}, (6)
where Cn is a constant which will be chosen so that Inn = 1. The ap-
propriate value of Cn is given by the equation
Cn(27r)1/2(1 - q)(1 - q)2 (1 - q') = 1 (7)
To expand zm in a series of functions H,(ix) we make use of the inversion
formula LIE
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n
xn = (-)7(n, r)q'/2 Yn. (8
r = o (8)
m
Ym = E (m, s)ql/2S2 Xm -s
s=o
which is easily verified with the aid of the relations (5). The relation to
be established is, in fact
n n-r
Xn = j (_)r(n, r)ql/2r E (n - r, n- r - k)q1/2(n-r-k)2Xk* (9)
r=o k=0
Changing the order of summation we have to prove that
n-k
0 = E (-)(n r)(n - r,n - r - k)qkr+1/2r(r+1) k #4 n. (10)
r=0
Now
(n,r)(n-r,n-r-k) = (n,k)(n-k,r) (11)
and so the relation to be established reduces to a particular case of (5).
We obtain, then, the relation
m
Zm = (m r)ql/27
-Hm-r (12)
r0
which may be used to transform a power series in z into a series of type
Go
f(x) = Z AnHn(iX), (13)
n=0
in which, under suitable conditions
co
An = e1/2x2Hn(-ix)f(x)dx. (14)
_co
Putting
f(X) = E Bmzm (15)
m=o
the equations of transformation are
70Bm = (_)r(M + r, r)q1/2r Cm+rAm+r
r=0
An =Z BmIe -1/2X2Hn (-ix)zmdx (16)
m=o J-
= C.-1 E (n + s, s)qll"' B. + s
s=o
and these sugg'est the existence of a second inversion formlula
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Xm = (-)7(m + r, r)q'l/ Ym+ r (17)
r=0
Co
Yn = (n + s, s)q1/' Xn .
s=0
A particular set of functions satisfying the Hermitian relation
Jm, n = f Sech 2Q7rx) Fm(ix)F(-ix)dx = 0 m 0 n (18)
is obtained by defining FM(u) to be a polynomial of the nth degree in u
such that
FM (t Sech t = Sech t P,, (tanh t) (19)
where P.(t) is the Legrendre polynomial. It has already been shown4
that
Fm(iX) Sech (2 irx) = ~j e- Sech z. Pm (tanhz) dz (20)
*Jn =- f dxi Sech t. Pm (tanh t) dtfeXQ( z)Pm(tanh z)Sech z.dz
Changing the order of integration with respect to x and t, which is per-
missible since
fcdxJ eix1 F.(ix) Sech 7rx) Sech t P. (tanh t) dt
is absolutely convergent, we have
2 co
-Jm, n Sech2t. P. (tanh t) P. (tanh t) dt.
7r
_ca
=0 m p n. (21)
4 1
7r2n+1 m=n.
1 J. L. W. V. Jensen, Nyt Tidsskr Math., 29, 29 (1918). Jensen remarks that this
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quarundam serierum singularium" (1811), in which the following relation is obtained
X
,(-)'(n, r) - (1 - q)(1 -q-2) . . . (1 - q) n odd
r=o
=0 n even
Jensen discusses the properties of the sums
r o r=o
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where
P-i
a (n) ()p-r-1 qr_'r+"/2(P-r)v.r-i (n,r)(n-r-1, r-r 1)ap(r)
r=1
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